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6 Questions to our Texas Senate Candidates: 
Answers:  See Video  
 
 
1. Spending and Tax 
While Texas currently has no income tax, it does have one of the higher real estate tax regimes in the 
nation.  Within this framework, its fiscal policies have encouraged an accelerated population growth. This 
has put additional pressure on transportation, water management and medical costs borne by the state. 
 
Question: There are 3 parts to this question, but they all boil down to government spending and our tax 
system: 

a) Do you foresee government experiencing increased temptation to spend? 
b) Do you think spending growth can be capped at a level not to exceed the rates of growth and 

inflation? 
c) Would you consider other tax regimes or tax combinations that are less reliant on owners of real 

estate? If so, please elaborate. 
 
 
2. Medicaid Expansion Under Obamacare 
Governor Perry said again recently that Texas will reject the Medicaid expansion under Obamacare.  
 
Most Democrats and even some prominent Republicans say that Texas should accept the Obamacare 
Medicaid expansion, because all of the funding for it comes from Washington for the first three years, and 
for the next several years after that, 90% of that funding comes from DC. Some argue that Texans are 
being cheated out of their fair share of federal tax dollars by declining Medicaid expansion.  
 
Question: Should Texas accept the Medicaid expansion under Obamacare? Yes or no.  
Please explain your answer. 
 
3. Transportation 
53% of gas tax revenue goes toward transportation uses. In addition, the 83rd Legislative session added no 
funding during the regular session and instead passed a resolution for a Proposition to be placed on the 
November general election ballot so that the people will vote for or against diverting $1.2 Billion from the 
Rainy Day Fund to allow funding of more road construction and maintenance. 
 
Question: How do YOU think roads should be paid for and maintained? 
 

http://youtu.be/RsojDFIqE9U


 
  



4. Education 
On May 27, 2013 the Texas Legislature passed HB 462 which makes it illegal in Texas for school districts 
to participate in the Common Core Standards Initiative. HB 462 became effective immediately on June 14, 
2013.  Yet Houston ISD and even Harmony and Idea Charter Schools are in direct violation of Texas law 
HB 462 – because they took the Obama administration’s “carrot and stick” and are now legally bound to 
follow the Common Core Standards Initiative. (“Carrot and stick” means they accepted federal grants under 
the Race to the Top program.) 
 
Additionally, some Texas school districts are displaying on their students’ instructional materials the words 
“Aligned with the Common Core Standards.” By law, Texas school districts are to align with (TEKS), the 
Texas curriculum standards, that have been passed by the elected members of the Texas State Board of 
Education – and not with the Obama administration’s Common Core Standards. 
 
Question: If you are elected to the Texas Senate, what will you do about this? 
 
5. Immigration 
Question: What do you think are the better solutions to reducing or stopping illegal immigration: 
 

1. Spend more money to secure our borders? 
2. Increase penalties and create tougher consequences for those not abiding by the Rule of Law? 
3. Or do you have another solution? 

 
6. Public Utility Company - PUC 
Because the Texas Legislature has granted the PUC a monopoly status, they act as they see fit to meet the 
electrical needs of Texans. Recently the PUC decided to force public compliance with Smart Meters by 
charging users a substantial fee for declining. ($400) Now within the next month, the PUC is considering 
approval of an "electricity tax" on Texas consumers of about $4B a year. They justify this proposal by 
saying there are times in the year where supply doesn't meet demand yet they refuse to encourage 
development of additional power producers. Interestingly enough, during last years’ hearings in Austin 
regarding whether or not people deserved “a choice” to have or not have a Smart Meter, it was testified that 
the actual number of peak hours where supply does not meet demand is only 100 hours total per year. 
(about 4 days per year?)  
 
Question: Do you think the PUC is acting in the best interest of the people, or for their own special 
interests, and what would you do to represent the people of Texas on this issue. 


